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origin of mitochondria hypotheses
Major unanswered questions point to the importance of early
ecology
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Abstract
The origin of mitochondria is a unique and hard evolutionary problem, embedded within the origin of eukaryotes.
The puzzle is challenging due to the egalitarian nature of the transition where lower-level units took over energy
metabolism. Contending theories widely disagree on ancestral partners, initial conditions and unfolding of events.
There are many open questions but there is no comparative examination of hypotheses. We have specified twelve
questions about the observable facts and hidden processes leading to the establishment of the endosymbiont that
a valid hypothesis must address. We have objectively compared contending hypotheses under these questions to
find the most plausible course of events and to draw insight on missing pieces of the puzzle. Since endosymbiosis
borders evolution and ecology, and since a realistic theory has to comply with both domains’ constraints, the
conclusion is that the most important aspect to clarify is the initial ecological relationship of partners. Metabolic
benefits are largely irrelevant at this initial phase, where ecological costs could be more disruptive. There is no
single theory capable of answering all questions indicating a severe lack of ecological considerations. A new theory,
compliant with recent phylogenomic results, should adhere to these criteria.
Reviewers: This article was reviewed by Michael W. Gray, William F. Martin and Purificación López-García.
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Background
The origin of eukaryotes was a major evolutionary tran-
sition and a hard problem of evolution [1–3]. The endo-
symbiotic origin of mitochondria is closely coupled to
eukaryogenesis [4], in fact, so closely, that no primarily
amitochondriate eukaryotes are known [5, 6]. Whether
eukaryotes were evolved directly because of mitochon-
dria or the mitochondrion was the last step in the
process is heavily debated [4, 7, 8], but eukaryogenesis
was certainly closely coupled to endosymbiosis. Unfortu-
nately, the transition is not documented very clearly
either by fossils or by the genome: there are no known
intermediates bridging the gap between modern eukary-
otes and prokaryotes. Eukaryotes, as the name tells it,
were classified so because they possess a true nucleus
(compacted chromosomes bound by a porous double
membrane within the cytoplasm). Since all amito-
chondriate eukaryotes at present are secondarily derived,
it’s true that just as the nucleus is a conditio sine qua
non of Eukarya, so are mitochondria [9].
More than twenty different endosymbiotic theories
were presented for the origin of the eukaryotes [10–12].
They all agree in that endosymbiosis was important, per-
haps even crucial in eukaryogenesis [4, 13, 14] though
there is no agreement in the nature of the host or the
endosymbiont, and in the order of events, which are hid-
den behind the event horizon of the last eukaryotic com-
mon ancestor (LECA) [15]. The two major arguments
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assume that the LECA was either complex compared to
contemporary prokaryotes (having most eukaryotic in-
ventions) and mitochondria came late (e.g. [7, 16–19]),
or LECA was barely more evolved than an archaeon and
the early acquisition of mitochondria triggered the sub-
sequent evolutionary innovations (e.g. [12, 13, 20]).
However, the devil is in the details, and it is not con-
structive to sort theories into just two broad categories.
There are strong arguments for and against all compet-
ing theories, but there is no comprehensive analysis on
what a valid theory should account for. This paper aims
to 1) provide a set of objective criteria that any theory
should meet, 2) evaluate existing scenarios along these
criteria, to 3) find out which theory of mitochondrial
emergence provides the best explanation and 4) find the
points where none deliver.
A modern mitochondrion produces ATP that is
pumped out to the host’s cytosol (see Additional file 1:
Figure S1). However, the microbial partners were not
like that when they first met and formed the first
eukaryotic common ancestor (FECA). On the other
hand, from phylogenomic data, it is known that LECA
was an already complex, fully eukaryotic cell: it pos-
sessed most eukaryotic hallmarks (actin-based cytoskel-
eton, complex endomembrane system, nuclear envelope,
vesicle-trafficking, Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, autopha-
gosomes, etc.) and mitochondria [4, 21, 22]. It was most
likely a phagocytotic heterotroph with mitochondrial
aerobic respiration. But what it was like before acquiring
its symbiont?
Interestingly, most theories assume that the relation-
ship of host and symbiont was already mutualistic when
integration started, though there is some indication that
this was not the case [23]. The acquisition of an alpha-
proteobacterium [7, 9, 15] must have provided a con-
flict of interest between the partners forced to coexist,
as it is the case with all egalitarian major transitions
[3]. The endosymbiont could exploit the lack of regu-
lated control by reproducing at the expense of the host;
or the host could simply digest away its partner. Ignor-
ing early conflict and expecting that the partnership
appeared in its present mutually beneficial form is falla-
cious. It assumes that the very same conditions applied
at the time of the merger that apply now and that the
transition from independent to dependent relationship
(with nuclear transfer) was instantaneous, making ini-
tial problems momentary. Both are unlikely. Energy
production, metabolic compartmentation, division of
labor and genome integration cannot be the condition
but the conclusion of the merger.
In this paper we focus on early mitochondrial evolu-
tion and only tangentially discuss other aspects of eukar-
yogenesis, e.g. the origin of the nucleus. First, we present
what we know about the phylogenetic position of the
assumed partners. Next, we define two sets of questions,
one for investigating observable facts of mitochondria
and eukaryotic cells, the other to inquire about pre-
sumed historical processes leading to the present rela-
tionship. Hypotheses are comparatively evaluated and
discussed within the frame of these questions in the
Additional file 1: S3 and S4, in the manner similar to
the review of Számadó and Szathmáry about another
major transition: human language [24]. Our paper in-
tends to find out if there is a theory able to consist-
ently account for all the observed facts and can also
provide a reasonable, consistent scenario for the un-
known. To make it harder, the theory has to fit the
phylogenetic data. A conclusion sums up the insight
drawn from the analysis: no single theory is capable
of answering all questions and even those scoring
more have heavy shortcomings or debatable assump-
tions. The analysis indicates that more emphasis has
to be put on early ecology (both biotic and abiotic
factors) instead of metabolism, especially to scenarios
which did not start mutually beneficial.
Results
There is a wide variety of taxa postulated as initial host
and symbiont, but in the last decade, phylogenetic re-
sults strongly support an archaeal host from the TACK
superphylum [17, 25–28] and an alphaproteobacterial
ancestor of the guest [9, 29, 30] (for more details on pos-
sible hosts and symbionts, see Additional file 1: S1 and
Table S1). The LECA was already mitochondriate and all
mitochondria-related organelles (MRO: anaerobic mito-
chondria, mitosomes, hydrogenosomes) are monophy-
letic [31, 32] and any loss of mitochondria is secondary
and polyphyletic [5, 6, 33].
As a result of the huge list of potential partners sug-
gested, there are infinitely many ways to combine a host
with a symbiont and to split the theory space of
eukaryotic and particularly mitochondrial origins. Con-
sequently, there is a huge number of hypotheses [12]. To
restrict the scope, we ignored hypotheses focusing on
the origin of the nucleus or other eukaryotic features;
also ignored those being reasonably refuted and are gen-
erally not accepted (e.g. the archezoa hypothesis [34] or
the PTV scenario [35]). Other models of interest were
left out purely to limit the size of the text. The selected
eight scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1 with a brief de-
scription of each hypothesis in Additional file 1: S2.
Common divisions of theory space are whether the
host was an archaeon, a bacterium or a primitive
eukaryote, whether the nucleus was endogenously or ex-
ogenously derived, whether phagocytosis came before
mitochondria, and what the initial metabolic relationship
was. Table 1 provides a classification along two broad di-
mensions (for a more detailed classification with more
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Fig. 1 Scenarios of the various mitochondrial origin models. Scenarios focus mostly on topological changes, after the works of Martin and others [12,
31, 57, 68, 109]. Archaea are depicted with red membrane, Bacteria with blue; purple indicates photosynthetic ability. Dashed curves stand for degrading
membranes. If not indicated syntrophic “engulfment”, the inclusion involved phagocytosis (even if primitive) with at least a rudimentary cytoskeleton
(indicated by the host forming phagosomal inclusions). If not indicated otherwise, mitochondria perform aerobic respiration. Ultimately, in all scenarios,
mitochondria implement metabolic compartmentation and produce ATP. 1) Hydrogen hypothesis [12, 45, 67]. 2) Photosynthetic symbiont theory
[36, 37, 74]. 3) Syntrophy hypothesis [48, 110]. 4) Phagocytosing archaeon theory [16]. 5) Pre-endosymbiont hypothesis [9, 41]. The origin of the
endomembrane system (and nucleus) is not specified explicitly, but one must assume that it evolved endogenously, the pre-endosymbiont (brown
organelle) being related to the internal membrane system. 6) Sulfur-cycling hypothesis [46, 57, 111]. 7) Origin-by-infection hypothesis [57]. 8)
Oxygen-detoxification hypothesis [68, 69, 103]. The presence of a forming nucleus at the start is unknown [68]
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hypotheses included, see Additional file 1: Table S1).
Based on mitochondria alone, the main schism is the
order of events and whether mitochondria came early or
late [16]:
 Phagocytosis early, mitochondria late. Eukaryotes
gradually evolved from a lineage without
mitochondria (either the once postulated eukaryotic
Archezoa [34], Neomura [36, 37], other bacteria
[35, 38] or Archaea [16]) and eventually acquired
mitochondria via the only mechanistically plausible
way: phagocytosis. Hence mitochondria could not
trigger eukaryogenesis, coming quite late to the
party. Amitochondriate eukaryotes or almost-
eukaryotic prokaryotes could still exist, though not
found yet. Suggested early (by e.g. [39, 40]) and
lately again due to supporting proteomic and
phylogenomic data [6, 7, 16–19, 41–43].
 Mitochondria early, phagocytosis late. The
eukaryotic lineage emerged from a symbiosis between
a non-phagocytotic host and the mitochondrial
ancestor. Ultimately, this symbiogenesis [42] triggered
the subsequent evolution of typical eukaryotic features
and possibly the nucleus. If the host is assumed to be
an archaeon then the origin of eukaryotes was
initiated by a fusion between Archaea and Bacteria
[35]. Phagocytosis only became feasibly later, perhaps
due to the energy provided by the mitochondria [13].
Amitochondriate eukaryotes are primarily missing,
Archezoa never existed [44]. Mitochondriate
prokaryotes could still exist, but not found yet.
Syntrophic theories belong here, either assuming
an archaeal [45–47] or a bacterial host [48]. The
early appearance of mitochondria also has some
phylogenetic support [49].
Such limited classifications however are not immensely
useful as they blur important differences. One should ra-
ther ask more questions to investigate the case in detail
(for further criteria, see [15]). Hereby we provide an
extended inquisitive frame by asking twelve specific ques-
tions that any reasonable hypothesis of mitochondrial
origin must answer. We restrict questions particularly
relating to the origin of mitochondria but within the un-
avoidable context of eukaryogenesis.
Six questions point to readily observable facts about
partners and the result of the merger. These questions are
discussed in detail in section Observables and results of
the comparative evaluation of the eight hypotheses are
provided in Additional file 1: S3 and Table S2:
1) unique, singular origin of eukaryotes and
mitochondria;
2) lack of intermediate, transitional forms;
3) chimaeric nature of eukaryotes, especially
membranes;
4) lack of membrane bioenergetics in the host;
5) lack of photosynthesis in symbiont;
6) origin and present phylogenetic distribution of
MROs.
Six questions investigate the historical events that can-
not be observed anymore [41] and we can only guess
about. We’ve introduced a rather important aspect that
is often neglected though has a profound impact on the
unfolding of events: the initial ecological relationship,
predating the establishment of the ATP transport be-
tween host and symbiont. Accordingly, the unknowns
are (discussed in section Historicals, results listed in
Additional file 1: Table S3 and detailed in Additional file
1: S4):
7) the original metabolism of host;
8) the original metabolism of symbiont;
9) the initial ecological relationship of the partners that
specified the initial conditions and restrictions of the
merger, and what stabilized this relationship;
10) the early selective advantage of the partnership;
11) the mechanism of inclusion;
12) the mechanism of vertical transmission of the
proto-endosymbionts.
While “ecology” should include abiotic factors as well,
here we only focus on the biotic aspect (relationship of
partners), ignoring the environmental conditions, as that
would take up another review of its own. Nevertheless, it
Table 1 Possible combinations of components and scenarios discussed in this paper
Host (cytoplasm and possible nucleus)
Primitive eukaryote Archaeon Bacterium
Ecological relationship
(inclusion mechanism)
syntrophy (+ / +) (engulfment) • ox-tox model [68, 69] • hydrogen hypothesis [45]
• sulfur-cycling hypothesis [57]
• syntrophy hypothesis
(+archaeon as nucleus) [48]
predation (+ / -) (phagocytosis) • pre-endosymbiont
hypothesis [9, 41]
• phagocytosing archaeon
theory [16]
• photosynthetic symbiont
theory [36]
parasitism (- / +) (invasion) • • origin-by-infection hypothesis [57] •
The + and - signs in the second column indicate ecologically beneficial (+) or costly (−) interactions for the host/guest. For a more detailed view and more
hypotheses included, see Additional file 1: Table S1
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must be emphasized that abiotic factors are as important
as biotic ones in defining the selective forces in the course
of evolution.
Strictly speaking, any hypothesis should account for all
the steps of obligate endosymbiosis, including (not
necessarily in this order) the followings: initial benefit of
the partners to maintain a stable relationship, metabolic
or ecological, that could lead to long-term dependency;
avoiding digestion or other defensive measures of the
host; vertical transmission of the partnership; loss of
photosynthesis (if any) in the symbiont; degradation of
the phagosomal membrane (if there was one); insertion
of nucleotide exporters and protein importers into the
mitochondrial inner membrane; establishing the mito-
chondria as the main energy provider; relinquishing the
host’s bioenergetic membranes; genetic transfer between
nucleus and mitochondria; regulated, synchronized div-
ision of host and symbiont; uniparental inheritance.
These twelve questions are discussed in turn.
Discussion
Observables
Eukaryotic singularity
The most enigmatic aspect of mitochondria is that they
are closely and singularly bound with the origin of
eukaryotes. All eukaryotes primarily have mitochondria
or MROs and there are no known second origin of mito-
chondria nor eukaryotes. If mitochondria provided such
an enormous opportunity, why in 4.5 billion years did
eukaryotes only evolve once and why we don’t see simi-
larly complex sister groups to Eukarya? Either there was
an ecological, environmental or energetic barrier for
eukaryogenesis that was hard to cross, or becoming
eukaryote was easy but all parallel trials failed for some
reason (for discussion, see Additional file 1: S3). While it
is possible that new karyotic lineages could not invade
already occupied eukaryotic or “archezoan” niches, we
should at least see their phylogenetic signal (which we
don’t).
Lane and Martin argues that mitochondria released an
energetic constraint and allowed an increase both in cell
and genome size [13, 50, 51]. However, the fact that
there are (secondarily reduced) amitochondriate eukary-
otes in the archezoan niche barely having more genes
than large prokaryotes (~10 K) indicates that for ex-
ample phagocytosis is feasible without mitochondria. It
is very likely that mitochondria-provided energy was in-
dispensable for ultimate genome expansion but Lane’s
claim of a 10-fold intermediate genome increase to ex-
periment with new genes is unlikely, for at least two rea-
sons. Firstly, it goes against the concept of gradual
evolution of complex traits, as was pointed out by [3],
denying the possibility of stepwise accumulation of adap-
tations. Even a small increase in genome size provides a
huge increase in exploration space. While Lane expects
an unlikely sequence of events, Booth and Doolittle
point out that all evolutionary stories are “genuinely
unlikely” [52] – especially applicable to eukaryogenesis,
being a singular event in life history. Secondly, a ten-
fold increase in a reasonable FECA genome would lead
to increased rate of replicative errors, making such
large proto-eukaryotic genomes unmanageable without
sophisticated error-correcting mechanisms, lacking at
that time [53] (the argument is further detailed in Add-
itional file 1: S5). Furthermore, the claim that larger cell
and genome sizes can only be achieved by surplus en-
ergy seems to dissolve when the relative cost of an
added gene is considered within the evolutionary con-
text of longer division times and smaller effective popu-
lation size [54]. Accordingly, it is unlikely, that a huge
genome increase was sudden and solely dependent on
mitochondrial power (see Fig. 2 for a visual understand-
ing). A more detailed quantitative study suggests that
prokaryotes have available energy budgets in the same
ballpark as eukaryotes have [55]. One also has to con-
sider that if mitochondria were supposed to provide an
energy surplus, predation (by phagocytosis) could have
provided the very same boost. Parasitic symbiont theor-
ies [56, 57], by assuming that the parasite reduces the
host’s fitness, provide a natural barrier preventing fre-
quent symbiogenesis. There had to be a unique context
though, for example a fluctuating environment, where
the host-parasite pair had the advantage over independ-
ent individuals.
Absent intermediates
All extant eukaryotes share the signature eukaryotic fea-
tures (endomembrane system, nuclear envelope, organ-
elles, sex and syngamy), most importantly mitochondria,
but these features seemingly appeared simultaneously as
there are no intermediate transitional forms, only a glar-
ing lack of apparent graduality. The genetic code is simi-
larly unique, without intermediates or parallel solutions,
however, the causes might not be the same (see Add-
itional file 1: S3). It is reasonable to assume that some
exclusively eukaryotic features represent the ancestral
state. It is inevitable to accept the once presence of
proto-eukaryotes with various combinations of inven-
tions gradually acquired (mitochondria included). It is un-
deniable that all scenarios, either mitochondria-early or
mitochondria-late [16, 29], are missing transitional forms.
Fossil traces of intermediates, or even eukaryotes, from the
Proterozoic are far from being convincing (see S6).
Either all eukaryotic inventions were rolled out in an ex-
treme short time or there was strong selection in a pro-
longed time that ensured no intermediates survived.
Assuming that the first is unlikely [58], either all interme-
diates disappeared or they have not been found yet. There
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are many features thought to be exclusive to Eukarya that
have been found in prokaryotes [43, 59], though these are
not part of a gradual evolutionary trajectory from simple
to complex. Nevertheless, contrary to Lane and Martin,
many phylogenetic analyses [7, 17, 21] support the the-
ory that the archaeal host already had cytoskeletal fea-
tures and possibly even primitive phagocytosis, strongly
suggesting that mitochondria were added late, perhaps
even lastly [7, 16, 18, 19] (other studies suggest mito-
chondria did not appear late [6, 49]) with the gradual
acquisition of core eukaryotic traits. Whether phylogen-
etic reconstructions are right or not, it is a fact that
many eukaryotic signature proteins [60] thought to be
exclusive have homologs in Archaea, most prominently
membrane remodelling and cytoskeletal proteins. While
we do not necessarily know their functions in Archaea,
their presence suggest the (once had) “ability to bend
membranes and to form and transport internal vesicles,
albeit at a much more primitive level than observed in
modern eukaryotes” [61] which could have allowed
primitive phagocytosis early on.
Chimaeric eukaryotes
Eukaryotes are genetic mosaics, with a more archaea-related
information processing and intracellular organization ma-
chinery (e.g. ribosomes, histones [62], crenactin [59],
tubulin homologs [43], ubiquitin-like system [63], mem-
brane remodelling [64], etc.) and bacteria-related energy-
metabolism [58, 65] and membranes. Archaeal genes in
eukaryotes have a strong relation to the Archaea, stronger
than to any bacteria.
The crucial difference between hypotheses is whether
the archaeal component of the genome is vertically or
horizontally acquired. Bacterial host models (see Table 1
and Additional file 1: Table S1) while inheriting the
heterotrophic lifestyle or at least some enzymes from the
host vertically, are not supported by the tight phyloge-
nomic match of archaeal genes in eukaryotes to Asgard
Fig. 2 Energetic scenarios for the origin of eukaryotes. Filled arrows indicate FECA and the acquisition of mitochondria, empty arrows stand for LECA.
Black lines roughly indicate averages in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Prokaryotes cannot have genomes much larger than ~10 Mb (or ~10 K genes);
smallest unicellular eukaryotes overlap with prokaryotes at this complexity. According to Lane and Martin [13, 50], there is an energetic barrier that
prevents prokaryotes to maintain larger genomes (energy per cell values are from [13]). They claim that the early acquisition of mitochondria permit
the transition of this barrier by temporarily increasing the gene count (blue curve; though the multiplier factor is only guessed by Lane, hence the
dashed curves) to be able to experiment with new gene families. They maintain that amitochondriate eukaryotes cannot evolve directly from
prokaryotes, only by losing the endosymbiont. Another possible scenario is to increase the area of internal respiratory membranes which provides
extra energy with no additional genes (orange curve). This might just have been enough to power primitive phagocytosis. Mitochondria had to be
acquired at a point where respiratory membranes could not be further exploited. Early mitochondria might induce gradual genome increase that
progressively made inventions possible (green curve), though if this happened at low energetic levels, the archezoan niche (dashed oval) again could
only be reached reductively. Theoretically, any trajectory between the orange and green curves is possible, either with early or late mitochondria.
Ultimately, all scenarios lead to the same LECA, though starting from different FECAs. Present amitochondriate eukaryotes are secondarily derived
(purple arrow), but some scenarios allow (orange and dark green) the existence of primarily amitochondriate “archezoan” eukaryotes
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[61] or TACKL archaea [17], as then archaeal genes had
to be acquired from archaea via HGT, which would re-
sult in a more diverse collection of archaeal genes. On
the other hand, it seems equally inplausible that the host
being an archaeon replaced its archaeal membrane
entirely with bacterial membrane but retained most of
its informational genes. The membrane-discrepancy of
archaea and eukaryotes seriously impacts all hypotheses
postulating an archaeal host (or those that derive ar-
chaea from bacteria [37]). There is no clear selective ad-
vantage of any membrane over the other in non-extreme
habitats, which questions the motive of any scenario
relying on replacement. It must be emphasized that even
if replacement happened during eukaryogenesis there is
no known other case in life’s history where membranes
were replaced (in any direction; see [66]), not even locally
for an organelle, neither are there known cases of
symbiont-induced conversions (as postulated by [67]).
Membrane replacement is something that could be tested
experimentally.
Lack of membrane bioenergetics
All prokaryotes rely on their plasma membrane to gen-
erate energy. The host clearly lost all components of
membrane bioenergetics and ATP synthesis from its
plasma membrane. Did the host primarily lack these due
to already being heterotrophic [16, 41, 48, 68, 69], or it
was autotrophic (performing photosynthesis and/or res-
piration) and lost its electron transport chain (ETC) and
phosphorylation ability due to acquiring mitochondria
[12]? There could have been endogenous organelles that
undertook bioenergetics before mitochondria, e.g. an
endomembrane system [16, 70].
If the host already internalized respiration before mito-
chondria, there should be clues left that could explain
how membrane energetics were lost. If endomembranes
turned out to predate mitochondria (see [34, 71]), it would
be a strong indication that they evolved primarily to
increase absorption or/and energetic surface area. Either
way it was an enabling condition, paving the road for
phagocytosis. While no comparable endomembrane
system ever evolved in prokaryotes [71], the facts that 1)
endomembranes have evolved multiple times independ-
ently [72] and 2) the ones evolved mostly have an ener-
getic purpose (e.g. cyanobacterial thylakoids) suggest that
their forming is not too complicated. An experimentally
testable question is, whether bioenergetically charged
membranes can be used directly for phagocytosis. If
phagocytosis can only work when all ETC and related
proteins are removed from the membrane (as otherwise
functionalities would interfere), it is unlikely that budding
phagocytotic capabilities drove the membrane functional-
ity change. More likely other compartments, endo- or
exogenous, have already taken over bioenergetics (being
more efficient) and the denuded plasma membrane later
became the instrument of phagocytosis.
Non-photosynthetic mitochondria
Both Alphaproteobacteria and Cyanobacteria are able to
both photosynthesize and generate ATP through an
ETC. Apart from the photosynthetic symbiont theory
(by Cavalier-Smith [36, 73], ideaoriginating from Woese
[74]) no theory discussed here relies on the potential
photosynthetic capabilities of the symbiont. While a
photosynthetic symbiont could provide the initial benefit
in the form of leaked photosynthates, most recent ana-
lyses exclude certain photosynthetic groups (Rhodobac-
terales [75, 76] and Rhodospirillales [76–78]) and the
obligate endosymbiotic parasites of the Rickettsiales
from the direct ancestry of mitochondria [76]. This does
not ultimately exclude a photosynthetic ancestor, as
photosynthesis can be easily lost (see plastids). Further-
more, a recent metagenomic analysis found support for
an ancestor closely related to Rhodispirillales [79]. And
there is one trace of possible ancient photosynthesis in
mitochondria: cristae (see under Host metabolism).
Origin of anaerobic MROs
There is a diverse range of extant MROs varying in
working conditions, metabolic functions and structural
forms: there are aerobic and anaerobic mitochondria,
hydrogenosomes and mitosomes [68, 80]. These types
do not correspond to monophyletic groups but to eco-
logical niches and they accordingly appear interspersed
across the eukaryotic tree [32, 80, 81]. This fact might
indicate that the proto-mitochondrion was a fit-for-all
facultatively aerobic energy producer that selectively
retained specific functions in various lineages or that
there was a single function for which the ancestral mito-
chondria evolved and later on the various clades evolved
different metabolisms; the latter meaning that anaerobic
mitochondria are secondary, independent adaptations to
various environments, the ancestor being strictly aerobic.
Studies converge on the independent, secondary origin
of anaerobic MROs [69, 81–83], though an ancestral
(facultatively) anaerobic metabolism is also hypothesized
(e.g. [12]). Comparative evolutionary studies investigat-
ing how conservative one method of respiration is and
how fast prokaryotes can adapt from anaerobic to aer-
obic environments (or back), acquiring (or relinquishing)
appropriate metabolisms, could lend support to either
scenario. Data gathered on diverse prokaryotic groups
that has a better documented correlation between func-
tion and phylogeny (better than mitochondria) could
provide insight on whether the present diversity of
MROs can be expected from a strictly aerobic ancestor.
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Historicals
Host metabolism
The ancestral metabolism of the host is unknown. Meth-
anogenic metabolism [45, 48] is unlikely [57, 84, 85] but
not impossible (see SI). Before Asgard archaea [61], the
previously proposed closest living relative of the host,
Lokiarchaea, were claimed to be hydrogen dependent
based on genome reconstruction [86], that lends some
support to the hydrogen and syntrophy hypotheses, with
the caveat that no living lokiarchaeon has yet been
observed. Furthermore, as mitochondria group robustly
within (or close to) Rickettsiales [78, 87] (not necessarily
indicating parasitic origin), but certainly not with H2
producing Rhodospirillales [78], thus hydrogen depend-
ency [12, 45] might not be relevant. One can assume
that the host had a mixed metabolism, autotrophic in
light, heterotrophic in dark, thus both metabolic path-
ways were present. There is no direct evidence support-
ing an alphaproteobacterial (only mixed proteobacterial)
origin for enzymes responsible for anaerobic energy me-
tabolism in eukaryotes [81], as was suggested by [12, 45].
Even so, it is still possible that proteobacterial enzymes
simply replaced a previously existing inferior archaeal
set. On the other hand, it is still unknown if the host
already had oxidative phosphorylation, as assumed by
Cavalier-Smith [36]. As there is a growing amount of
evidence that the ancestral symbiont was at least faculta-
tively aerobic [9, 88, 89], it only seems reasonable to as-
sume the host to be aerobic as well, or at least tolerating
mild oxygen exposure, giving support to heterotrophic
(and possibly phagotrophic) host theories. Recent phylo-
genomics support that LECA was most likely a hetero-
troph capable at least of a primitive process of particle
engulfment [4, 90].
Symbiont metabolism
It now seems adequately supported that the ancestral
symbiont was at least facultatively aerobic [9, 91, 92],
capable of oxidative phosphorylation under low oxygen
condition [89]. If it was strictly aerobic, then anaerobic
mitochondria are secondarily descended, either by ac-
quiring anaerobic genes via HGT from prokaryotes or
other eukaryotes (both of which were rejected [6, 93]) or
inheriting anaerobic genes from the anaerobic host. On
the other hand, the ancestral metabolism is similarly
debated as the host’s (cf. [36, 76, 78]). While there is a
wide range of metabolic processes performed by extant
MROs, neither ATP synthesis nor respiration is common
to all [31]. Furthermore, it is unknown if the ancestor
was photosynthetic or respiring (or both [36]), free-
living prey or ectosymbiotic partner or was already
exploiting the host. It’s true that there is no trace of
ancient photosynthetic capability in mitochondria, but
perhaps we didn’t look hard enough. Mitochondrial
cristae might evolved prior to the symbiosis to increase
metabolic surfaces for respiration or for photosynthesis,
as supported by the recent finding of a homolog of cris-
tae morphogenesis complex in alphaproteobacteria [94].
Photosynthesis is lost in the recently acquired cyanobac-
terial endosymbiont of the diatom Epithium [95]; this
case might provide insight on how a primarily photosyn-
thetic endosymbiont changes after metabolic integration.
Recent metagenomic findings support an ancestral
mitochondrion with capabilities for both anaerobic and
aerobic metabolisms [79].
Initial relationship
The ecological setup of host and symbiont must have
been different to what they are now as the ANT proteins
were integrated at a later phase. Syntrophic theories [12,
45, 48, 57, 69] assume an initially mutually beneficial
setup. Most of them take it granted that if there is meta-
bolic compatibility, there will be syntrophy. However, in
many cases, compatibility is not enough, and even if
there is real demand at the sink and excess at the source
side, there could be ecological or topological factors pre-
venting the integration. To this day, no case is known
where a syntrophic relationship among prokaryotes was
turned to obligate endosymbiosis (though there are some
known consortia where dependence already caused gen-
ome reduction [96]). Phagocytotic scenarios usually as-
sume that the host preyed on the mitochondrial
ancestor, but since they cannot answer how unilateral
predation turned to mutual cooperation (why the prey
was not digested), they also postulate a pre-existing
metabolic symbiosis [9, 16, 36, 41]. To find out what the
first exchanged substrate was between host and sym-
biont, the first carrier protein inserted into the mito-
chondrial outer/inner membrane must be found.
Perhaps the most common transport protein found in
any other organelle in the eukaryotic cell could shed
some light on the original carrier. On the other hand,
the relationship might not have been mutually beneficial
at all, but parasitic [56, 57], where the host didn’t receive
anything from the symbiont. This poses an ecological
problem: there had to have an advantage for the pair as
a unit, even before ANT integration, otherwise the rela-
tionship was evolutionarily unstable.
Early selective advantage
Metabolic compartmentation and ATP exporting are the
end results and were not in effect when the relationship
started. Since it was not necessarily mutual, any theory
should account for how a possibly costly early relation-
ship become advantageous and stable in evolutionary
terms. Phagocytosis only allows endosymbiosis, if the
host does not eat all its engulfed prey. This was ad-
dressed by Szathmáry [3], suggesting either a metabolic
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“bribe” [36] or internal farming [1]. The prey, providing
photosynthetic metabolites for the host, could provide
the selective edge daytime, especially when no hetero-
trophic resources are available, while respiration goes on
in the dark [36]. Blackstone proposed that selective di-
gestion (necessary for farming) could happen under
stressful conditions, if early endosymbiont was capable
of emitting ATP to stabilize a hungry host and avoid its
own (and possibly its copies’) digestion [2]. According to
Gray, the metabolically active endogenous pre-
endosymbiont [41] was replaced by mitochondria as they
had their own energy source and didn’t rely on the host’s
ATP [41]. The problem is that the ANTs (if used before
to pump ATP into the organelle) had to be immediately
reversed in function (or directionally correct ones had to
be recruited from other sources, e.g. the peroxisome ac-
cording to [36]) otherwise the symbiont would have con-
sumed all the host’s cytosolic ATP. This again points to
parasitic scenarios [56, 57]. Similarly to farming, parasit-
ism couples with reproductive costs. However, initially
defective parasites could induce resistance and ultim-
ately dependence in the host [97]. The question is, how
to survive the infection for a period long enough for
evolution to tame the parasite.
Mechanism of inclusion
The symbiont either was engulfed via phagocytosis or
via slowly increasing surface contact during ectosymbio-
tic syntrophy, or was a bacterial invader (see Table 1 and
Additional file 1: Table S1). Since there is no third host-
derived membrane wrapping the symbiont, it either was
degraded, or never existed (e.g. [90]), suggesting a non-
phagocytotic host or early escape from a phagosome.
Phylogenomics support that a dynamic filament system
is far from impossible in prokaryotes [43, 59, 98–100]
and primitive phagocytosis could have existed even with-
out a dynamic actin cytoskeleton [101]. If the host had a
cell wall (most archaea do) it was lost eventually. Inser-
tion of transporters by the host was probably easier
when there was one less membrane, however, degrading
the phagosomal membrane must have taken time, which
further prolonged a possibly unstable relationship
lacking proper exchange mechanisms. Parasitic origins
[23, 56, 57] however do not require expensive machinery
from the host side and there is no extra membrane to
get rid of. As the parasite was probably already equipped
with a nucleotide transporter that could steal ATP from
the host, exploitation could have been easy [89, 102,
103]. Problem is then in evolutionary stability.
Vertical transmission
At any point during eukaryogenesis the newly forming
chimaeric cell had to divide so that its selective advan-
tage was heritable and cooperation could fixate. How
did the initial partnership (mutual or unilateral) remain
stable without means to pass on adaptations and without
the control of possible selfish mutations? It is extremely
hard to explain conservative vertical transmission of the
proto-symbiont in syntrophic scenarios [45, 48, 84].
Again, parasitic theories have the better hand here as
parasites naturally replicate inside the host and are dis-
tributed when the host divides.
Conclusions
The integration of mitochondria was a major transition,
and a hard one [3]. It poses a puzzle so complicated that
new theories are still generated 100 years since endosym-
biosis was first proposed by Konstantin Mereschkowsky
[104] and 50 years since Lynn Margulis cemented the
endosymbiotic origin of mitochondria into evolutionary
biology [39]. The challenge and singularity of eukaryotic
origins lie in the fact that the resulting new unit is not just
an amalgamation of organisms of different ancestry but
also because lower-level units overtook energy metabolism
[2]. New phylogenetic data are trickling in each year,
shining light to new pieces of the puzzle, and old and bur-
ied theories are dusted again (e.g. [56]).
One would expect that by this time, there is a consen-
sus about the transition, but far from that, even the most
fundamental points are still debated. Major discrepancies
are in the nature of the host and inclusion mechanism,
but of course these aspects have far reaching dependen-
cies. While there are strong arguments on all sides, the
debate about engulfment or infection, and early or late
phagocytosis is still ongoing (see [23] and comment
[105]; [7] and responses [20, 106], respectively).
In the last few decades, some have realized that the real
question lies in the initial relationship that predated the
nucleotide translocase insertion. Blackstone’s scenario
points out the fact that even if the metabolic coupling is
feasible, one has to comply with ecological considerations
and – to run a selectively superior joint – one has to deal
with occasional subordinate partners (mutants).
Asking the right questions helps evaluating contending
hypotheses. Each question examined in this paper refers
to processes that once surely happened thus have to
have a purely mechanistic explanation, that complies
with bioenergetics but also with ecology. The number of
unanswered questions piling up clearly indicates the
need for better mechanistic models with testable predic-
tions, focusing more on ecology than on metabolism.
We have objectively investigated eight theories of mito-
chondrial origins, some mainstream some less famous,
through the same twelve questions. These questions
stem from the evolutionary drive behind endosymbiosis,
accordingly all of them had to be accounted for by a
plausible mechanistic model (existing or future) of mito-
chondrial origin.
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Interestingly, not all host-symbiont combinations were
proposed (see Table 1 and Additional file 1: Table S1).
For example syntrophy where both partners are aerobic
bacteria and archaeal genes are acquired via HGT or by
a late endosymbiotic archaeon; or an aerobic, phagocy-
totic archaeal host (early theories still hold strong on the
widespread anoxic nature of hosts); or a bacterial host
that was invaded by parasitic archaea and alphaproteo-
bacteria (Nanoarchaeum equitans is the only known ar-
chaeal parasite).
There is no single theory that can adequately answer
all questions (see Table 2). Furthermore, and more im-
portantly, some answers have turned out to be untenable
in light of new results. Of course, hypotheses are not
mutually exclusive and there are enough theories to have
at least one acceptable answer to all critical points. One
might be able to piece together the compatible parts to
craft a scenario that maintain a causal and cohesive
course of events. We omitted this reconstruction as that
would itself constitute a new hypothesis. It wouldn’t ne-
cessarily be superfluous but would certainly increase the
size of the paper. It is left for future work.
The theory that provides the most answers is the hydro-
gen hypothesis, but it does not mean that it is the single
valid hypothesis. It still has some holes and debatable
claims (lack of a host-derived membrane wrapping mito-
chondria; vertical transmission of intermediate syntrophic
stages; membrane replacement; primarily derived MROs).
No syntrophic case is known where the strong metabolic
coupling actually lead to obligate endosymbiosis among
prokaryotes. From a mechanistic point of view, phagocyt-
osis is more likely than syntrophic inclusion [71].
The fact that Archaezoa were not found does not
mean they never existed, as Martin often claims [44].
Similarly, there is no phylogenetic or modern evidence
for prokaryote-prokaryote (especially bacterium-in-
archaeon) syntrophy that lead to obligate symbiosis, but
this does not seem to hinder Martin’s argument that
such a hypothetic interaction lead to the first mitochon-
driated eukaryote. While the two cases are analogous in
that they both lack the crucial evidence for now, the fact
that new archaeal groups are recognized due to rapidly
expanding metagenomics and these groups constantly
provide new evidence to the field indicates that it is only
expectable to find clues in new groups that turn out to
be relevant to the archaeal host debate. Most recently it
was demonstrated that “several fundamental building
blocks for the evolution of a primordial vesicular ma-
chinery derive from the archaeal ancestor of eukaryotes
rather than from the mitochondrial endosymbiont […]
origin of the eukaryotic trafficking machinery predates
the mitochondrial origin” [61].
Furthermore, the bioenergetic argument put forward
by Nick Lane, supportive of early mitochondria, is
debated [3, 107]. The important point is that gaining
energy cannot be explained with the mitochondrion, as
initially it did not provide much. Consequently, any reason-
ing about the energy requirements of early eukaryogenesis
must rely on a gradual increase of energy. In this light,
the source of extra energy might as well have come
from the simplest possible source: increasing energetic
membrane surfaces by internalizing respiration. Endo-
membranes evolved for example by photosynthetic
cyanobacteria are able to power multicellularity (though
still far from eukaryotic levels). There exist phagocy-
totic eukaryotes lacking active mitochondria proving
that phagocytosis can be sufficiently powered without
the powerhouse.
Finding clues of ancient bioenergetics in eukaryotic
membranes is extremely important to find out if endo-
membranes have ever evolved for energetic reasons. The
endoplasmic reticulum does require oxygen. If it evolved
to increase the bioenergetic surface, it could explain the
missing energy required for an active cytoskeleton. The
respiratory chain in the endoplasmic reticulum can be a
relic of the protoeukaryote’s plasma membrane ETC
[108], with the ancestral V-ATPase playing a part in
early oxidative phosphorylation. The fact that mitochon-
dria implement metabolic compartmentation, while the
early endomembrane system simply increases surface
provides the advantage of mitochondria over endomem-
branes. This can be further pursued by analyzing the
ETC proteins in eukaryotic endomembranes. To our
knowledge, there is no explicit theory that ever explored
the possibility that invaginating bioenergetic membranes
powered phagocytosis and early eukaryotic evolution be-
fore mitochondria. It certainly worth an investigation.
The only theory that actually speculated about an ini-
tially disadvantageous role of the host was the infection
hypothesis by Searcy [57] (taken up recently by [56]).
This is understandable as many build on the implicit as-
sumption that if something is working now, it also had
to start from cooperative benefit, otherwise it wouldn’t
have started at all. However, an evolutionary relationship
doesn’t need mutually beneficial starting conditions: it
only requires that the partnership is ecologically stable,
so that evolutionary adaptations have enough time to ac-
cumulate. Ecological stability can be achieved in many
ways, and mutual cooperation is only one. The coopera-
tive end stage should not blur the focus in our assump-
tions about initial factors.
Postulating early parasitism has many positive corollar-
ies apart from the straightforward mechanism of inclu-
sion. It also accounts for the extreme streamlining and
seemingly rapid evolution of the symbiont, as the parasite
can quickly get rid of unwanted genes relying on the host.
As plastid ancestors were never parasitic, and as such,
were merely food for the phagocytotic host, parasitism
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naturally provides an explanation why mitochondria arose
only once (compared to plastids). It was the entirely differ-
ent initial relationship responsible for the different evolu-
tionary outcomes. There are results suggesting an early
parasitic relationship – which is entirely not surprising,
considering that parasitism is initially more common than
mutualism between two species. However, phylogenetic as-
sociation with Rickettsiales could simply mean an ances-
trally free-living protomitochondrion or could entirely be
an artefact of long branch attraction, considering the fast
evolution of modern parasites.
For an evolutionary adaptation to go to fixation it must
be preceded by an ecological equilibrium where partners
coexist for a prolonged time. The solution to mitochondrial
origins and eukaryogenesis lies in this early relationship
and, in turn, due to a probably unstable proto-nuclear host
lineage, it is a question of ecology rather than evolution. If,
however, early ecology was costly for the host, as the sym-
biont was rather a parasite at the time, the host had to re-
ceive some indirect benefit from the relationship to achieve
the unprecedented success eukaryotes exhibit today.
Reviewer comments and author responses
Reviewer #1: Michael gray
Reviewer summary
In this review, Zachar and Szathmáry provide a refresh-
ing assessment of various hypotheses for the origin of
mitochondria within the broader issue of the origin of
the eukaryotic cell (eukaryogenesis). To establish a
framework for comparing and contrasting the various
hypotheses they discuss, the authors set out 12 questions
that they assert a robust hypothesis should be able to an-
swer. In the end, they conclude that none of the current
hypotheses is able to do so, differing in the extent and
degree to which they individually address each of the
questions. This review constitutes a most interesting and
very valuable contribution to the on-going debate about
the origin of mitochondria. I thoroughly enjoyed reading
it (several times!). Both the main text and the supple-
mental information are comprehensive (indeed exhaust-
ive) in their coverage of the literature. The framework
set out by the authors will challenge proponents of the
various hypotheses to revise/reformulate them in order
to try to take account of the points raised. The overview
and the extensive reference list will prove particularly
useful for researchers in this specific area as well as for
less well informed readers interested in an in-depth look
at the current state of the field. A hallmark of this sub-
mission is its thoughtful and balanced critique of both
the strengths and weaknesses of the various proposals
the authors evaluate.
Author’s answer: We are extremely grateful for Michael
Gray for the enthusiastic review and especially for the
thorough reading and meticulous checking of sources and ci-
tations! It has provided an enormous help for us to improve
the manuscript. We indeed hope that our framework
would challenge proponents of all hypotheses, thanks!
However, it is more likely that some of them will close
their eyes and ears.
Reviewer recommendations
The authors raise innumerable points that could be dis-
cussed/debated at length, and I’m sure they will be, among
aficionados in the field. Here, I will restrict my comments
to points that I feel the authors need to correct or con-
sider further.
Main text (PDF file)
1. Two very recent papers that undoubtedly appeared
after the authors submitted their paper are highly
relevant, and should be included in the reference list,
and discussed. (1) Niedzwiedzka K et al. (2017)
Asgard archaea illuminate the origin of eukaryotic
cellular complexity. Nature) 541,359–364. This paper
adds to the discussion of the nature of the eukaryotic
ancestor, in particular the finding of “eukaryote
signature proteins” in an archaeal lineage that appears
to be the sister group to eukaryotes. (2) lynch M,
Marinov GK (2017) membranes, energetics, and
evolution across the prokaryote-eukaryote divide.
eLife 6:e20437. This paper addresses the controversy
about whether the advent of mitochondria provided a
huge increase in cellullar energy that was responsible
for the diversification, increase in complexity and
appearance of multicellularity in eukaryotes.
We now refer to these publications throughout the text.
2. pg. 6, lines 17–18: The reference to “the respiring
pre-endosymbiont [39]” is incorrect. In that
particular hypothesis, the pre-endosymbiont is an
endogenously evolved, membrane-bound compartment
that has a protein import system, a variety of ion/
metabolite transporters, and various metabolic
pathways, but does NOT have an ETC or respire.
In the Supplemental Information (pg. 4–5), the pre-
endosymbiont hypothesis is accurately summarized,
but elsewhere it is referred to incorrectly as being an
energy-generating/respiring entity.
Indeed, that reference, and others, were wrong, we
have now corrected them.
3. pg. 6, line 28: Regarding the question of “whether
bioenergetically charged membranes can be used
directly for phagocytosis”, one possibility (if one
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envisages a heterotrophic phagocytic host having a
bioenergetic cell membrane) is that ETC complexes
might be non-randomly distributed in such a mem-
brane, such that phagocytosis is limited to a special-
ized region that lacks such complexes.
We are thinking exactly along these lines. However,
since this is purely speculative for the moment, we did
not want to include this in the paper yet.
4. pg. 6, line 40–41: The authors cite ref. [54] in
support of the statement that “recent analyses
exclude ... the obligate endosymbiotic parasites
of the Rickettsiales from the direct ancestry of
mitochondria.” What these authors actually said
was, “Our results suggest that mitochondria
most likely originated from a Rickettsiales
endosymbiont already residing in the host,
but not from the distantly related free-living
Pelagibacter and Rhodospirillales.”
Our intended meaning is in the ellipsis: “most recent
analyses exclude photosynthetic species
(Rhodobacter and Rhodospirillum) and the obligate
endosymbiotic parasites of the Rickettsiales from the
direct ancestry of mitochondria [54, 70–72]”. It was an
unfortunate compression of citations, where only Degli-
Esposti et al. excluded obligate parasites, while others
(and Degli-Esposti et al. also) excluded photosynthetic
species (Rhodobacterales and Rhodospirillales). We
have corrected it.
5. pg. 8, lines 16–21: The issue of the acquisition
(when and from where) of the ANT ultimately
used to pump ATP out of the evolving
mitochondrion is an important one. In the pre-
endosymbiont hypothesis, the initial state is one
in which host ATP is transferred from the cytosol
into the pre-endosymbiont to support metabolic
functions. The endosymbiont, unless it is an en-
ergy parasite, would initially generate its own ATP
and not use that of the host, having no ANT for
transporting ATP into the cytosol. Only after the
endosymbiont acquires the directionally correct
ANT to allow it to supply ATP to the host (this
change need not have been a rapid one) will it
have a selective advantage over both the pre-
endosymbiont and whatever energy-generating
system the host is using. Although the hypothesis
suggested a functional reversal of the original
pre-endosymbiont ANT (from ATP in, ADP out,
to ADP in, ATP out), it is possible that it was
acquired from elsewhere, perhaps from the
peroxisome, as suggested by Cavalier-Smith, if in
fact the peroxisome predated the mitochondrial
endosymbiosis and is not, as I had suggested, a
possible remnant of the pre-endosymbiont.
These are indeed both possible, and would reduce the
requirement for immediate change; we’ve extended the
sentence to accommodate both alternatives.
6. pg. 8, lines 28–29: The fact that there is no third
membrane (representing the host plasma
membrane) surrounding the mitochondrion really
doesn’t discriminate, in my opinion, between
phagocytotic and non-phagocytotic inclusion
mechanisms. The endosymbiont could readily
have ‘escaped’ from an engulfing phagosome,
especially if the mitochondrial endosymbiosis
occurred at a relatively early stage when the
phagocytotic machinery was still primitive and
inefficient. I personally find the alternative ‘slow
engulfment’ scenario (archaeal host and bacterial
symbiont) difficult to envisage, given that bacterial
symbionts in an archaeal host have never been
reported, particularly if the host had a cell wall
(as is likely).
It is true, that the lack of the phagosomal membrane
doesn’t prove anything when uncovering this ancient
crime. But only one aspect is the mechanism and the
other is which was more ecologically stable. In our
opinion, the systematic escape from phagosomes
renders the prey a parasite, which poses different
short-term coexistential (ecological) problems than
the matter of a slowly (i.e. in evolutionary timescale)
degraded phagosomal sheath. We have indicated
though the options in the text. The cell wall (if
existed) had to be lost either way, regardless
whether the inclusion was parasitic, syntrophic or
phagocytotic.
Supplemental information
1. pg. 8, “3. The chimaeric nature ...”, 2nd para.:
The authors state that “the hydrogen hypothesis
assumes that it was the endosymbiont that provided
the bacterial genes for glycolysis ...”, and later in the
same paragraph, “Even if modern glycolysis is of
alphaproteobacterial origin ...”. Also, pg. 12, “7.
Metabolism of the host”, para. 3: “The fact that most of
the eukaryotic energy metabolism is of proteobacterial
origin (glycolysis, TCA cycle, etc. …” However, in one
of the cited refs. [169], Canback et al. concluded: “In
fact, we cannot identify a single eukaryotic glycolytic
enzyme family within the present cohort that clusters
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in a single node with α-proteobacteria or with any
other modern bacterial phylum.”
That was our mistake. Proteobacterial origin of these
enzymes is not proven thus we shouldn’t have
considered it as a fact. Corrected. Canbäck et al.’s
(and others’) result is also a strong evidence against
those who claim that the host inherited its glycolytic
enzymes (and heterotrophic lifestyle) from the
alphaproteobacterial symbiont.
2. pg. 11, “5. Non-photosynthetic mitochondria”,
1st para. The authors cite Cavalier-Smith with regard
to the proposal that “the ancestral mitochondrion was
a photosynthetic purple non-sulphur bacterium.” Carl
Woese made the suggestion early on [Woese, Carl R.
Endosymbionts and mitochondrial origins. Journal of
molecular evolution 10.2 (1977): 93–96] that the mito-
chondrion “was initially a photosynthetic organelle,
analogous to the modern chloroplast.”
Thank you for the original source, we’ve included a
reference there.
3. pg. 17: “Bacterial intracellular predators are known,
e.g. Bdellovibrio …” Margulis, in [186], termed this bac-
terium an amazing example of prokaryote-prokaryote
“emboîtement” “without phagocytosis”, suggesting it as a
possible protomitochondrial candidate (“it is likely that
protomitochondria invaded their hosts just as modern
predatory bacteria Bdellovibrio invade prey bacteria”).
The problem is that Bdellovibrio very effectively destroys
its ‘host’ bacterium in the process of invading it, which
does not exactly predispose it to entering into a stable
relationship with the invaded organism.
Yes, we are aware of it, though we failed to make this
explicit. Added a sentence about host death.
4. [74] is missing from the list of supplemental
references.
Corrected.
Minor issues
pg. 1, line 25: “...a valid hypothesis ...”
pg. 2, line 44: “... integration started, though there is
some ...”
pg. 3, line 4: “... the theory has to fit ...”
pg. 4, line 2: “... We restrict questions ...”
pg. 5, line 23: I would say “Absent” rather than
“Lacking”.
pg. 5, line 37: “...disappeared or they have not been
found yet.”
pg. 5, lines 37–38: delete sentence fragment beginning
“Considering that more ...”
pg. 5, line 39: “... that have been found in prokaryotes ...”
pg. 5, lines 57–58: “... while inheriting the hetero-
trophic lifestyle ...”
pg. 6, line 55: “... metabolisms, the latter meaning ...”
pg. 6, line 56: “... various environments, the ancestor
being ...”
pg. 7, line 12: “... no living lokiarchaeon has yet been
observed ...”
pg. 7, line 36: “... or was already exploiting ...”
pg. 8, line 3: “... evolutionarily unstable ...”
pg. 8, line 43: “... remain stable ...”
pg. 9, line 13: “The number of unanswered questions ...”
pg. 9, line 17: “These questions stem from ...”
pg. 9, lines 45–46: “... might as well have come ...”
pg. 9, line 52: “... endomembranes have ever evolved...”
All minor issues were corrected.
Reviewer #2: William Martin
Reviewer summary
If the authors are upset at what I have to say, recall that
they asked me to publically review their paper in this
journal. This paper reviews a few theories about mito-
chondrial origin and passes judgement upon them,
which has become a very popular undertaking of late, es-
pecially among authors who have no theory of their
own. I like the result (the hydrogen hypothesis fares well
under heir test), but…. The paper evokes the impression
of being more complete and scholarly than it is, as I will
point out in these comments. In their highlights, the au-
thors conclude that no present hypothesis deals with
their twelve criteria, but they cover a very small segment
of existing hypothesis and their twelve criteria miss the
most important phylogenetic observations (a property
shared by population genetic based approaches to
eukaryote origin that avoid endosymbiosis as an evolu-
tionary mechanism). Their statments that phagotrophy
is more likely than syntrophy are a restatment of a
50 year old idea and have no support in any kind of
evidence, a view that furthermore supposes that evolu-
tion has no energetic price, one can just print as much
ATP as one needs to surmount any evolutionary hurdle.
Were it that easy, many different groups of prokaryotes
would be phagocytotic, hence one gets the impression
that the authors are not really paying attention to the
observations (in addition to the theories).
Author’s answer: We are not upset at all about Bill
Martin’s review, instead we are grateful for his honest
critique, corrections, and the important points he has
raised. There might not have been enough room to
include all his suggestions, but we are certainly open
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to improvement. On the other hand, we don’t agree
with Martin on a few points. Firstly, passing
judgement on hypotheses would be perfectly legitimate
when the setup is declared to be a review based on
objective evolutionary criteria, however, we didn’t
really judge any of the theories too harshly (the
hydrogen hypothesis is indeed the one that answers the
most questions). We tried to be objective, and we let
the Reader decide about whether we succeeded or not.
As Bernard Show famously said after having been
attacked to act as a musical critic while not being able
to produce music: „I cannot lay eggs but I can tell
whether an egg is bad or not. Furthermore, Martin is
mistaken that we don’t have our own theory: we do
(recall the farming hypothesis by Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry from 1995 [1]), but since this was intended
to be a review only, one does not discuss his own
theory in it, because 1) of size reasons and 2) it might
bias the outcome of the analysis – researchers usually
being overly fond of their own ideas. Be assured, that
when our own hypothesis is published, it will be judged
along the very same criteria. As a matter of fact, this
was our aim: any new idea should adhere to these
(and possibly more) criteria.
Concerning the energetic price of evolution: as one of
us notes [2], there is no theoretical, comparative, or
experimental evidence yet, beyond Haldane’s cost of
selection, that such a price exists. Extraordinary
claims require extraordinary evidence.
Including more hypotheses (more or less mainstream)
would also cause serious size-problems as the
manuscript is already barely fits the limits of
publishability. As a matter of fact, in an earlier
version of this manuscript there were many more
theories discussed, though they were sacrificed to
achieve a reasonable page number.
Reviewer recommendations
Page 2 line 40. they say that the eukaryote common
ancestor was most likely a phagocytosing heterotroph. On
the basis of what evidence (not from what opinion), do
they infer the presence of phagocytosis in Leca? What
comparative studies indicate that phagocytotic processes
in the eukaryote supergroups that possess phagocytosis
are homologous?
The possible archaeal origin of phagocytosis and a
possibly (primitively) phagocytotic LECA were
discussed by many [3–6]s. While it is true that there
is no comparative phylogenomic analysis favoring a
single, archaeal origin of phagocytosis, there are at
least two strong arguments for a phagocytotic LECA.
First, phagotrophy is so widespread in eukaryotes, that
it is only parsimonious to assume its ancestry, possibly
only of a core set of essential proteins. Interestingly,
Yutin et al. question whether the cyanobacterial
plastid is engulfed via bona fide phagocytosis, it is
quite clear from all subsequent plastid inclusions that
they were acquired via phagocytosis, sometimes they
even retain the phagosomal membrane [7], so it is only
reasonable to assume that the cyanobacterium was
also captured this way. Certainly no parasitic
cyanobacteria are known, neither prokaryote-prokaryote
syntrophic inclusion. While the phagocytosis in wall-less
prasinophytes (see [8, 9]) is different than in other
eukaryotic groups, the basic mechanism and mo-
lecular requirements are the same. Also, the claim
that Fungi seems to be ancestrally phagocytotic
(Rozella wall-less basal fungus in Cryptomycota,
possibly capable of phagocytosis and closely related
to obligately phagotrophic aphelids [10–13])
strongly suggests ancestral phagocytosis in LECA,
as all eukaryotic supergroups are then primarily
phagotrophic. Hence we maintain that there are
no primarily non-phagocytotic eukaryotes, even if
phagocytosis was primitive – which of course is
not a well-defined term.
Second, many of the necessary eukaryotic proteins for
the actin-based cytoskeleton, membrane remodelling,
vesicle formation, etc. have homologues in archaea
(l small GTPases) [5, 14]. Koonin [15] states based on
comparative genomic analyses: “Taken together, these
results clearly indicate that LECA was a typical, fully
developed eukaryotic cell” while also inferring an
archaeal origin for at least some key phagocytosis-
related-proteins. Independent of these, we note that for
mitochondria to be engulfed by primitive phagocytosis
it is not required that all eukaryotic phagocytoses are
of a single origin.
We also seize the opportunity, that as Cymbomonas,
Rozella, the Loki and Asgard archaea, Paulinella and
others were discovered and provided evidence against
theories excluding their possibilities, so can we find
Archezoa once. We don’t claim that it existed, but the
argument of lack of evidence in microbiology seems to
be sufficient only temporarily. Finding archezoa (or
phagocytotic archaea) in the microbiota (and failing)
is definitely not like trying to find DNA (and failing)
in the undulipodium.
p.2 l. 54. Boldface type. This is obvious, who argues
the contrary?
p. 2 l. 57. "We address mitochondrial origin and only
tangentially discuss eukaryogenesis"... That conveniently
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biasses the whole paper in favour of the view that symbiosis
had nothing to do with eukaryogenesis, which is exactly
what population geneticists have always thought, becuase
symbiosis does not fit in the gradualist point mutation
(drifty) popgen view. If symbiosis was essential to eukaryo-
genesis, as symbiogenic models posit, then the tangent they
disregard is actually the main road.
We never stated, that symbiosis was not essential for
eukaryogenesis – on the contrary, we strongly believe
(and claim many times) that the singularity of both
eukaryotes and mitochondria are not coincidences but
are causally coupled. We certainly didn’t want to
imply the bias Martin attributes to us. Accordingly we
corrected the sentence to say: “only tangentially discuss
other aspects of eukaryogenesis, e.g. the origin of the
nucleus” as that is what better describes our original
intent. However, let us remind our worthy Referee that
symbiosis is regarded as one of the main ways to
increase in complexity in The Major Transitions (1).
We have nothing against popgen (it is part of our
trade), but we have always gone significantly beyond
it, whenever necessary.
p. 3 line 4. fit the phylogenetic data. Which phylo-
genetic data do they mean. The phylogenetic data are
generally conflicting on everything more ancient than
human and chimpanzee. Phylogenetic data that show
that the vast majority of eukaryotic genes are bacterial
in origin rather than archaeal in origin would bneed to
be taken into account (ignored in the paper): Esser et
al. 2004; Pisani et al. 2007 supertrees MBE; Cotton and
McInerney 2010 PNAS; Thiergart et al. 2012; Ku et al.,
2015). As I pointed out with Dagan (The tree of 1 %)
the bacterial majority of genes in eukaryotic genomes is
biology’s best kept secret, it stays secret here as well,
even though the authors (roghtly) demand that theories
account for the phylogenetic data. I say that the thrioes
need to account for all the data and some level of reso-
lution. I have been doing genome wide phylogenies of
all genes for a long time, so has McInerney. Folks who
do not like the results (for example Lopez Garcia and
Moriera this year in JTB) just ignore it and go on recit-
ing their favorite eukatryote origin stories, the stories
that are not supported by the genome wide data. I re-
cently sent Szathmary my unpublished manuscript on
phagocytosis, which makes exactly the distinction we
see here in this paper.
We agree with Martin on that a valid theory should
agree with all the phylogenetic data. The problem is
usually that scientists do not agree on how to interpret
the data, and – a more objective matter – the
phylogenetic data we evidence is a moving target that
could change our perspective significantly as new data
comes in.
p. 3 line 36 and l. 45. I am not going to go into the
treatment of the literature in these two sections, but I
would ask them to go back and read my 2001 review of
endosymbiotic theories for eukaryote origin in Biol.
Chem.
p. 3, Line 46: symbiogenesis named by Koonin in
2015?! Oh come on, read the literature. Only wrong by
105 years, try Merechkowsky 1910 (the word Symbio-
genesis is in his title, you even cite it) or Cavalier Smith or
Margulis or my papers, come on, read the literature before
you start to claim that xyz named this or that.
Indeed this (and the next point) was an incorrect
reference, we’ve removed it.
p. 3, Line 50: fusion named by Forterre?! Ich muss
lachen. In 2001 I reviewed several models that used the
word fusion to describe aspects of their theories for
eukaryote origin: Zillig, Lake, Gupta, Margulis all talked
about fusions. Forterre just ridiculed symbiogenesis, in
fact he has gone completely silent on eukaryotes now
that most folks seem to agree that eukaryotes arose from
prokaryotes, not vice versa.
As with the above point, the reference was removed.
p. 3, l. 57. Investigate the case in detail? What did that
paper inverstigate in detail. Ref [14] is a brilliant example
of people passing judgement on a literature that they do
not know well and evaluating theories where they have
none of their own. Ref [14] is a kind of theory parasitic
literature, a new kind of paper nowadays. By about p 4 I
am convinced that the authors have not read many of
the papers that they cite and I loose interest in the text
because it recites dogmatic liturgies that we know very
well. For example...
Poole and Gribaldo did raise some important criteria
and they have discussed intermediate cases (other
than mitochondria-first and -last scenarios), and our
reference citing them only reflects these facts, nothing
else. We didn’t want to imply that they did an in-
depth analysis, thus we have modified our sentence.
On page 5, line 4, there is a quote from which the
mindset of these authors (and many others) very clearly
comes into focus: "Firstly, it goes against the concept of
gradual evolution of complex traits...denying the possi-
bility of stepwse accumulation of adaptations." As if that
were a flaw. In prokaryotes and definitely at symbiogen-
esis (symbiosis) it is a distinct virtue. That quote makes
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it clear that the authors are convinced that i) evolution
is always gradual, and ii) that adaptation is the cause of
all evolutionaery change. I comes from physiology, and if
we look at the origin of plastids (primary or secondary)
there was nothing gradual about it, and furtheromore in
physiology, single genes are useless, as physiology is
composed of parthways and larger units of function
(photosynthesis, respiration), and as such transitions
many many genes tend to change hands in the cases we
know (Martin et al. 2002 “thousands of cyanobacterial
genes” PNAS; Nelson Sathi et al. “acquisition of 1000 eu-
bacterial genes” PNAS; Ku et al. 2015, “endosymbiotic ori-
gin” Nature). So, like Lynch, the authors close thier eyes
to what is actually happening at symbiotic events (gene
transfer) that mark major transitions in the microbial
world and hold the gradualist party line. Fine, but then the
rest of the argumentation becomes less and less convin-
cing, so much so that I put the paper down, happy that
they find the hysdrogen hypothesis to be the best theory
out there by their criteria, though their criteria are de-
signed along lines that have nothing to do with physiology.
For example, on page 9, around line 56, they start talking
about the ER as an oxygen requiring membrane (except in
anaerobic eukaryotes, of course, chuckle....) and Cavalier
Smith’s invagination theory again (archezoa). In summary,
this is last paper I will ever review for Biol. Direct beacuse
I have to write something that will go into print when I
would rather be doing my own work. Physiology is appar-
ently a lot harder than it looks.
Concerning rapid, non-gradual appearance of
plastids, one has to consider that membrane-
invagination, phagocytosis, protein-import mechanisms
and other eukaryotic features facilitating symbiotic
integration were already in effect and need not have to
be invented again. Moreover, note that there is a long
way from endosymbiosis to organelle. Especially for the
mitochondrion (whether early or later) literally
thousands of advantageous mutations must have
gone to fixation by natural selection. Exaptations
are not adaptations.
p. 5 line 42. "Phylogenetic analyses support a complex
archaeon"? That is not true. The Loki and Asgard
lineages are hope to be complex. The phylogentic ana-
lyses support an archaeon, one apparently with H2-
dependent metabolism (Sousa et al., Nature Microbiol-
ogy 2016). The phylogenetic analyses are only for the
archaeal component of eukaryotes anyway, which as ex-
plained above is a very small minority of eukaryotic
genes. If someone would finally publish images of the
Lokiarchaea type archaea so that we could see how
small and umcomplex they are the world would be a lot
better off. The authors are falling into the same trap as
Koonin and believing that Loki and asgard archaea are
archezoa. There is no such evidence. But let them be-
lieve what they want to believe.
We have corrected our sentence to read: “Phylogenetic
analyses support the theory that the archaeal host
already had cytoskeletal features and possibly even
primitive phagocytosis […]”. We add it here, that we
also eagerly await seeing the actual cellular
complexity and functions of Loki and Asgard archaea.
p. 5, line 46. "It is a fact that many eukaryotic features
are existing in archaea". Wrong, The authors are making
the same mistake as Ettema: They see a protein homolo-
gous to ESCRT and say “archaea have an endomem-
brane!” Wrong. The ESCRT homologues are called CDV
in archaea for cell division, and that is what they do, they
pinch off cells to the environment, not vesicles to the
cytosol. The authors are uncritically believing everything
they read that supports their hope for the Archezoon.
We have corrected our fallacious statement according
to most recent results.
p. 5. Chimeric host. How do these authors come to the
conclusion that the host was chimeric before the origin
of mitochondria?? Maybe they believe Pitts and Gabal-
don (2016), a complete artefact in every respect (Martin
et al. Late mitochondrion is an artefact, GBE 2017).
We never stated (or believed) that the host was
chimaeric before the appearance of the symbiont.
We have corrected “chimaeric host” to “chimaeric
eukaryotes” for clarity. Nevertheless, if one accepts
early phagocytosis, it is only reasonable to assume
that the host has integrated all sorts of bacterial and
archaeal genes prior to the nucleus being established.
p. 9, line 38. “No syntrophic case actually leads to endo-
symbiosis”. Wrong. Methanogenic endosymbionts in cili-
ates. Fenchel, Finlay, Embley, Hackstein, dozens of papers
from the 1990s. This paper is just like Poole and Penny
boasting about how true and correct and invulnerable to
error the three domain tree was, in the face of many papers
that showed that it was wrong. Now the evidence indicates
that it was really really wrong. But just ignore the evidence
and make sweeping statements. I am just picking up on the
most glaring problems, life is so short. “No syntrophic case
actually leads to endosymbiosis”. Wrong. “What is true is
that no mitochondrion lacking cell has ever demonstrably
evolved phagocytosis”.
That was our mistake, we have corrected the sentence
to read: “No syntrophic case actually leads to obligate
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endosymbiosis among prokaryotes”. The Reviewer’s
last sentence (“What is true is that no mitochondrion
lacking cell has ever demonstrably evolved
phagocytosis”) is only true if one accepts the hypothesis
that ancestral eukaryotes evolved phagocytosis after
mitochondria and not the other way around, which is
not proven yet (the debate is exactly about this).
Figure 1 Everybody is now drawing collections of
theories for eukaryote and organelle origin like I did
(starting in 2001, Biol. Chem.). Please have the courtesy
to state where the practice of comparing these theories
in this fashion came from. Any reader unfamiliar with
the literature will think that the authors invented this
kind of review and comparison themselves, which is not
true, they just like siuch figures (“in many of my re-
views”) and wanted to do something similar
Actually, the idea of doing an objective critical
comparison came from a very different source, from
Számadó & Szathmáry: Selective scenarios for the
emergence of natural language [16]. We originally
omitted citing this paper as its topic is not related to
the manuscript, but now it is included in the
Background section. The suggestion what the Reviewer
is hinting at (“someone, possibly him, „invented this
kind of review and comparison”) is false, in the same
way as he attributes this suggestion to us. Reviews of
this kind existed well before any us. Nevertheless, we’ve
included reference to his works in the figure caption,
acknowledging his profound and pioneering works.
Figure 1 panel 2 photosynthetic symbiont. Sigh.
Wrong. That was not Cavalier Smith’s idea. Go to the
literature and look for “a purple protist” by Bernard and
Fenchel.
We are aware that it was Woese who first suggested
the photosynthetic symbiont (it was also pointed out
by another Reviewer). We have included further
citations to his work now. In this paper however, we’ve
focused on Cavalier-Smith’s version of the photosyn-
thetic symbiont theory as this provides the most detail
of all. The figure is the exact listing of eight specific
(to certain scientists/labs) theories discussed in detail
within the paper (and in the Supplementum).
I have corrected enough in this paper. Really. The
weakest and most glaring problem with the present
paper is that the authors do not present their own pro-
posal. They just pass judgement over other people’s
ideas. This is how a lot of people have gotten by over
the last 30 years. What the present authors are saying
here is somehow very reminiscent of Gray’s pre-
endosymbiont hypothesis: All symbiotic models are
wrong and there is no alternative to gradualism at
eukaryote origin. The authors should show some guts
and apply the same reasoning they use here to the origin
of plastids and then see if they are not confronted with a
siutualtion in which plastids should be arising all the
time from cyanobacteria because there are so many ad-
vantages. Or maybe they could explian what special pro-
poerty the host lineage that acquired the plastid
bneeded to evolve in order to acquire a cyanobacter-
ial plastid (while other eukaryotes did not). The fact
is (I never use the word fact) that the gradualist
mechanisms and reasoning they envoke here do not
apply to endosymbiosis. Some major transitions in
evolution are not gradual in nature. Some symbiotic
theories add extra symbints to ease the transition
from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. Let people believe
what they want to belive, but when reporting on the
literature, please get it right.
Cited references (local to our responses):
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Academy of Sciences of the United States of America
112: 10104–10111.
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Reviewer #3: Purificación López-García
Reviewer recommendations
This manuscript critically examines current models for
the origin of mitochondria during eukaryogenesis around
twelve elements or questions that any eukaryogenetic hy-
pothesis should try to account for: six present-day observ-
ables and six historical inferences. The authors find that
no single hypothesis explains satisfactorily all the points
and urge for new models that accommodate those observ-
ables and inferences well. This is a laudable objective that
should stimulate the proposal of better-elaborated or re-
fined models providing increasing levels of detail for all
these points. The discussion is rich and insightful at some
points, more naïve or simplistic and possible subjective at
others. At any rate, this discussion is interesting and much
welcome.
Author’s answer: We are grateful for Purificación
López-García for her review, especially for the
invaluable comments and corrections.
Given the variety of elements provided, a point-by-
point treatment would be too long. I will only highlight
a few points:
Perhaps my most important concern regarding this
manuscript relates to the lack of a real ecological per-
spective, which is absolutely required for eukaryogenetic
models (but most often ignored). The authors use the
term “ecology” but in a very restrictive way; they refer to
the biotic interactions between the mitochondrial ances-
tor and its host. However, the fate of any symbiotic
relationship, and most particularly of metabolic symbi-
oses, depends on the environment. The environmental
context is absent from this debate, despite being crucial.
The authors may not want to enter in this discussion,
given that most models don’t, but then I suggest that
they simply talk of ‘biotic interactions’, not ‘ecology’.
Ecology implies biotic and abiotic interactions, the latter
are not considered here.
In our understanding (due to our theoretical biologist
background), ecology is about the dynamical
coexistence (or extinction) of different species in local
space and time. Nevertheless, López-García is right in
that we deliberately ignored environmental factors
relevant in endosymbiogenesis. As a matter of fact, we
actually removed a section of our manuscript about
the environmental background of the transition,
realizing that it would take up too much space and
would constitute its own review – which we humbly
leave for those more experienced in geochemical
processes. To make it clear, we have included explicit
wording about the biotic and abiotic factors and an
explanatory sentence at the end of the Results section.
The authors reason that because membrane remodel-
ling and cytoskeletal functions are present in archaea,
early phagocytosis is supported. However, the link is not
that straightforward, since archaea apparently lack
phagocytosis even if they can remodel, and in some in-
stances even fuse, their membranes. Those elements are
therefore necessary but not sufficient for phagocytosis.
We were indeed too enthusiastic in our expressions
about archaeal phagocytosis: of course we only meant
to refer to recent findings about the archaeal homologs
of ESP-s. We have corrected statements about assumed
archaeal (and LECA) phagocytosis.
Phylogenomic analyses to unravel old relationships are
to be taken with caution. The authors give credit to ana-
lyses suggesting a rickettsial ancestry for mitochondria
and, based partly on this, favour a parasitic origin of
mitochondria. However, that affinity is far from solid
given potential problems in phylogenetic reconstruction
derived of compositional biases and long-branch attrac-
tion (rickettsiales and mitochondria being prone to it be-
cause fast-evolving). Increasing the alphaproteobacterial
sampling in these analyses can possibly lead to some
improvement.
We actually rely more on analyses not supporting
direct rickettsial ancestry; we write under section
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Non-photosynthetic mitochondria: “most recent
analyses exclude […] obligate endosymbiotic parasites
of the Rickettsiales from the direct ancestry of mitochon-
dria [Degli-Esposti et al. 2014].” (also discussed in section
Additional file 1: S1. Symbiont). Nevertheless, we have
modified a sentence in the Conclusions to indicate
that phylogenetic association is not a strong argument
for parasitic origin.
Lokiarchaeota. The authors may want to refer to the
Asgard archaea collectively, since there are other TACK-
like archaeal lineages that seem to share more genes
with eukaryotes (Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al., Nature
2017). Also, the fact that Lokiarchaeota might use hydro-
gen does not necessarily support the hydrogen hypothesis
(page 7, line 10). The syntrophy hypothesis, for instance, is
equally based in interspecies hydrogen transfer.
We’ve included references to Asgard archaea and
added the syntrophy hypothesis as one that is also
supported by a possible hydrogen-dependent extant
archaeon.
Page 7, lines 48–54. Here, the authors claim that meta-
bolic complementarity is not enough to establish syntro-
phy. I agree in principle. However, this is where the
ecological part is missing in this manuscript and where
it would be important to consider these interactions in
natural ecosystems. Some syntrophic models clearly
specify metabolic interactions in plausible environmental
contexts. Furthermore, the metabolic interactions pro-
posed are based in actual syntrophies occurring in
oxygen-depleted environments (for a detailed review see
Lopez-Garcia et al., J Theor Biol, 2017). The assertion
that “To this day, no case is known where a syntrophic
relationship was turned to endosymbiosis” (again men-
tioned in page 9, lines 38–40) is not true. This has hap-
pened many times in protists. It is arguably rare in
prokaryotes, but… eukaryotes evolved only once.
We have corrected the sentence to read: “To this day,
no case is known where a syntrophic relationship
among prokaryotes was turned to obligate
endosymbiosis […]”.
Page 8, lines 44–46. The authors favour parasitic
scenarios of eukaryogenesis because, in their opinion,
conservative vertical transmission of proto-symbionts
in syntrophic scenarios is hard to explain. This claim is
not substantiated. Syntrophic scenarios provide a flexible
historical path in an ecologically meaningful context
whereby, in the beginning, interactions are facultative.
Under those conditions, neither vertical conservation nor
eukaryogenesis occur. However, at a given point,
syntrophy becomes obligatory (this is likely stabilized by
transfer of essential genes from the symbiont to the host
genome and lost from the donor) and at some point
eukaryogenetic. Under this situation, natural selection im-
poses vertical transmission, as the survival of the consor-
tium in their precise ecological context depends on the
two partners.
We strongly believe that if two partners do not engage
in intracellular contact (digestion, parasitism,
whatever), there would be no way of a major
transition to happen. A (now) classical objection is
from Cavalier-Smith [1]: “extracellular syntrophy,
sometimes postulated (Martin & Müller 1998), would
not have helped; carrier insertion would probably not be
mechanistically possible—if it occurred it would be
disadvantageous by extruding proteobacterial metabo-
lites into the environment, not the host”. Unless someone
proves the possibility of this idea among prokaryotes
(via experimentation or modelling), we remain sceptic.
Furthermore, unless partners are so strongly coupled
that their co-reproduction and co-inheritance is ensured,
selection cannot act on the partnership as a new unit of
evolution. In syntrophic scenarios, partners can come
and go freely and are not linked with various hosts – if
there is a host at all and not just a loose bunch of vari-
ous syntrophic partners of equal rank/size colonizing a
resource together. Syntrophic consortia should divide
“together” so that their selective advantage is heritable.
Also, assuming an initially mutual relationship does not
explain how the host controlled possible parasites:
partners that did not provide anything in exchange for
the host’s resources.
In their supplementary discussion, the authors discard
models proposing an endosymbiotic origin of the nu-
cleus because in addition of requiring two steps (two en-
dosymbioses), phylogenomic analyses do not support a
third, major genome donor apart of the archaeal and
proteobacterial sources. The endosymbiotic origin of the
nucleus is not without problems, but these are not the
good arguments against it. First, multiple metabolic
symbioses are extremely frequent in the microbial world
(see e.g. Lopez-Garcia et al., J Theor Biol 2017 and refer-
ences therein) and parsimony does not necessarily work
in evolution. Second, phylogenomic analyses do indeed
reveal additional discernible bacterial heritage to that of
Alphaproteobacteria in eukaryotic genomes, including
deltaproteobacteria, planctomycetes or actinobacteria
(Pittis & Gabaldon, Nature 2026).
While there is certainly a non-alphaproteobacterial
component to the eukaryotic genome, we strongly
believe that this is a result of strong horizontal gene
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transfer before the nucleus evolved and the genome
was stabilized. And we strongly believe that the source
of this HGT was either parasitic or phagocytotic. While
we cannot prove any of these (hence we have ignored
to discuss them in detail) one also cannot prove (or
disprove) the source to be a third endosymbiotic
partner for the moment. Also, we believe in the
endogenous origin of the nucleus, as being part of
the eukaryotic endomembrane system – but discussing
this issue above mere opinions would increase the
manuscript beyond limits. Nevertheless, we have
included reference about multiple metabolic symbioses
being frequent.
The authors also dismiss the possibility of methano-
genesis as energetic metabolism for the archaeon based
on the required strict anaerobiosis and on the fact that
methanogenesis-related genes are absent from eukary-
otes and that archaea-related eukaryotic genes do not re-
semble those of classical methanogens. However, the
authors need to separate the metabolism of the archaeal
ancestor of eukaryotes and that of the evolving meth-
anogenic consortium. It might well be that another kind
of anaerobic metabolism involving e.g. fermentation oc-
curred at the origin of eukaryotes, but the anaerobiosis
transition to aerobiosis must have represented the same
problem. Both the hydrogen and the syntrophy models
imply a transition from the methanogenic consortium
involving a facultative aerobic partner (future mitochon-
drion) to an aerobic consortium that abandons meth-
anogenesis in favour of a much more efficient aerobic
respiration. Both models predict the same: methanogen-
esis is lost. Consequently, it is not at all surprising that
methanogenesis related genes are missing in eukaryotes.
The contrary would be surprising. Finally, although
archaeal-related genes in eukaryotes seem to resemble
more TACKL-archaea genes that those of classical eur-
yarchaeotal methanogens, it is now clear that at least
Bathyarchaeota, on the TACKL side, do have methano-
genesis genes. This implies that the ancestor of archaea
was likely a methanogen and leaves open the possibility
of a methanogenesis-based consortium at the onset of
eukaryogenesis; methanogenesis being subsequently fully
lost.
From the viewpoint of parsimony, we believe that it is
more probable that what is missing in eukaryotes
(clues of ancient methanogenic metabolism) was not
there ab initio. Phylogenomic data do not support
methanogenic metabolism, though many ancestral
cues of the same era can be traced within the
eukaryotic genome, indicating that signals of once-
metabolism can possibly survive till today. Further-
more, no eukaryote has returned to methanogenesis.
Table 2. The “(untenable)” in the syntrophy hypothesis
case is not justified in light of the above. The syntrophy
hypothesis, as the rest of the models, can be criticized in
many ways but from an ecological and evolutionary
perspective, the kind of ab-initio metabolic consortium
proposed makes sense. Methanogenesis itself is some-
how irrelevant because this metabolism is subsequently
lost. The same is true for any other kind of anaerobic
metabolism, since the ancestor of eukaryotes was an
aerobic heterotroph.
It is right that the transition from anaerobic to aerobic
must be answered by all hypotheses, but the present
formulation of the hydrogen hypothesis (e.g. in [2])
ultimately dropped the methanogenic consortia from the
initial setup, emphasizing that the hypothesis only
requires strict H2-dependency from the host, any kind
will do. While in the syntrophic hypothesis, the first
endosymbiotic event, giving rise to the nucleus,
specifically depends on a methanogenic consortium.
“It is true, that this step precedes the integration of the
mitochondria, and one can independently evaluate the
latter, but according to the latest formulation [3], the
early mitochondrion relied on the host’s methane. We
have corrected the statement to ‘methanogenic
metabolism untenable’.”
Cited references (local to our responses):
[1] Cavalier-Smith T (2006) Origin of mitochondria by
intracellular enslavement of a photosynthetic purple
bacterium. Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London B: Biological Sciences 273: 1943–1952.
[2] Martin WF, Garg S, Zimorski V (2015)
Endosymbiotic theories for eukaryote origin.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of
London B: Biological Sciences 370: 1–18.
[3] López-García P, Moreira D (2006) Selective forces for
the origin of the eukaryotic nucleus. BioEssays 28:
525–533.
Reviewer #2, 2nd revision: William Martin
1. On page 9 the paper now states that Mereschkowsky
proposed a symbiotic origin [of mitochonrra in the
context of the sentence], but of course he never
suggested a symbiotic origin of mitochondria as I have
pointed out in many of the papers cited here.
Mereschkowsky never suggested an endosymbitic
origin of mitochondria (nor did Altmann), so there is
a big error in the second sentence of the conclusions.
We have modified the sentence to make it more clear
for the Reader.
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2. p. 9 line 44, there is a theory out there where
host and symbiont are both bacteria and all of
the archaeal genes in eukayrotes wereacquzured
via lateral gene transfer, it was from the Nobel
laureate Christian de Duve 2007 (ref [38] in this
version). That needs to be corrected, and a
carefuzl read of de Duve would be required to
make sure that he was not suggesting syntrophy..
The reason that de Duve went to such
evolutionary acrobatics as to suggest that
eukaryotes acquired their cvytosolic ribosomes via
LGT is because he had to make sure that
hydrogenosomes had no evolutionary significance.
De Duve in 1969 (Annals of the New York Academy of
Sciences 168(2)) explicitly refers to a “primitive
phagocyte” that acquired mitochondria. Later on in
2007 (Nature Reviews Genetics 8(5)) he also assumes a
phagocytic mechanism in the eubacterium-related host
(p.396-397) and states very clearly his standpoint:
“Eukaryotic cells most probably acquired mitochondria
after they had developed the cytomembrane and cyto-
skeletal machineries that are involved in the endocytic
uptake of extracellular materials, and not before”
(p.401). Of course, the ability of phagocytosis per se
does not exclude any concurrent syntrophic relation-
ship (we also believe that these were of serious import-
ance), but the mechanism of inclusion must have
been either slow syntrophic engulfment or phagocytic
capture (or parasitic invasion) – and not a mixture of
these. Anyway, thank you for pointing out that we
have missed to include his theory in Table S1, it is
added now.
3. On page 7, they contradict themselves (or maybe
they don’t understand that it is the same issue). On
line 14 they say that they (or most everyone, per
convergence) believe that eukarypte to eukaryote
LGT is the mechanism speading the anaerobic
lifestyle among eukaryotes, which I think is really
wrong (and which Ku et al. 2015, [6] tested and
rejected, OR they think that eukaryotes acquire their
genes for the anaerobic lifestyle from prokaryotes,
which Ku et al. 2016 (BMC Evol Biol, not cited
here) also tested and rejected. But on the same page
line 48 they say that the symbiont was a facultative
anaerobe, which is what the data do in fact say ind
which is what Martin and Müller said in 1998. So it
is very had to see what the authors think.
We certainly do not believe that the eukaryote to
eukaryote LGT is the mechanism spreading the
anaerobic lifestyle among eukaryotes. We have
clarified and corrected this sentence (in section
Symbiont metabolism) to better conform to results
and added the references.
Rewiever #3, 2nd revision: Purificación López-García
The manuscript by Zachar and Szathmáry has been
improved and deserves publication. However, I would
still like to comment on a few points.
I understand that the authors do not want to enter in
the discussion of the abiotic factors involved in the se-
lection of particular symbiotic consortia because it will
lengthen their manuscript. They say they ignore abiotic
conditions to concentrate in the symbiotic interactions.
The problem is that metabolic symbiotic interactions do
depend on the environmental setting and it is not possible
to understand the former without taking into account the
latter. Ecology, as they say, has to do with the study of the
"dynamical coexistence (or extinction) of different species
in local space and time". But in the real material world
where biology thrives and where eukaryotes evolved,
‘space’ implies the biotope, the natural setting imposing a
variety of abiotic constraints, plus the interactions (co-
operative, competitive, neutral) with the rest of the bio-
logical community. The lack of a true (microbial)
ecological perspective prevents the authors to fully under-
stand some hypotheses, leading to some incorrect or sim-
plistic assumptions. They have an excessively fixed,
theoretical view that does not consider metabolic flexibil-
ity within microbes (“facultative” metabolism operating
under varying environmental conditions) and flexibility of
symbiotic interactions depending on the environmental
conditions (typically syntrophies, and symbioses in gen-
eral, may be obligatory or not depending on the environ-
ment). Yet, this is crucial to understand how eukaryotes
evolved from one (or several) metabolic symbiosis. Zachar
and Szathmáry argue against a methanogenic archaeon at
the origin of eukaryotes because methanogenesis genes
are not found in eukaryotes, and they imagine that at least
some remnants should be found in eukaryotic genomes. It
is funny that they acknowledge in their manuscript the
possibility to fully lose photosynthesis (and its genes), but
not methanogenesis (and its genes)... However, we do
know that methanogenesis has been lost several times in-
dependently in different archaeal branches (e.g. haloarch-
aea, Thermococcales, and most likely most TACKL
lineages) and with it, the full set of methanogenesis genes.
This is only natural from a microbial ecology and
evolution perspective. Prokaryotic genomes are stream-
lined and, if you do not use a function (methanogen-
esis, nitrogen fixation, photosynthesis, etc.), you easily
lose the corresponding genes. In many cases, it is pos-
sible to gain genes back by horizontal gene transfer
whenever needed, and this often happens in natural en-
vironments provided the appropriate selective pressure
appears (e.g. antibiotic resistance, degradation of
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complex compounds; although no case of horizontal
gain of methanogenesis is known). So, it is only logical
that complete loss of methanogenesis genes happened
at the origin of eukaryotes should a eukaryogenic meth-
anogenic consortia stabilize advantageous metabolic
interactions with a facultative aerobic alphaproteobac-
terium that provided better energetic yields to the
consortium in the presence of oxygen (as the syntrophy
hypothesis states).
We do acknowledge the importance of abiotic factors
and also strongly believe in the early importance of
flexible metabolism of host and symbiont. We even
mention this as a possibility under Host metabolism
(“One can assume that the host had a mixed
metabolism, autotrophic in light, heterotrophic in
dark”). We also admit that there are very few metabolic
combinations that no microbe performs at all.
Losing photosynthesis without a trace (though we
mention cristae as possible remnants) is indeed
analogous to losing methanogenesis without a trace –
thank you for pointing out our logical inconsistency.
We certainly don’t want to imply that the lack of
evidence in the microbial world is proof of absence.
What we stated in our response was: “it is more
probable that what is missing in eukaryotes […] was
not there ab initio”, and you are right that this
should equally apply to methanogenesis and
photosynthesis. On the other hand, we never stated
that the ancestral symbiont was certainly primarily
photosynthetic: most of the discussed theories assume a
primarily non-photosynthetic symbiont (Additional file
1: Table S2), which of course means that lacking
photosynthetic genes are primarily lacking and not
lost. We admit, that the lack of methanogenesis can
be a primary or secondary trait, but the line in
Additional file 1: Table S2 however (“missing genes
of methanogenic metabolism in the eukaryotic
genome”), is a fact.
Talking about the syntrophy hypothesis, Zachar and
Szathmáry say that the proposed metabolism within the
eukaryogenic consortium is untenable because methano-
genesis requires strict anaerobic conditions and the
alphaproteobacterial ancestor of mitochondria at some
point starts to respire oxygen. They say “It is true, that
this step precedes the integration of the mitochondria,
and one can independently evaluate the latter, but ac-
cording to the latest formulation [3]”, the early mito-
chondrion relied on the host’s methane. We have
corrected the statement to “methanogenic metabolism
untenable”. I think they severely misunderstand the syn-
trophy hypothesis, which is possibly the most detailed
model from a microbial ecology point of view. The syn-
trophy hypothesis proposes an evolving syntrophic con-
sortium along time and across redox gradients. The
ancestor of mitochondria is a versatile (able to shift be-
tween different energy metabolism modes depending
on the environment) alphaproteobacterium that is fac-
ultatively aerobic (= respires oxygen when it is available
and entertains other energy metabolic reactions when
oxygen is missing) and also methanotrophic (being able
to oxidize methane when oxygen is not present). This
alphaproteobacterium (not yet an early mitochondrion,
as Zachar and Szathmáry incorrectly imply) establishes
a symbiosis with an existing consortium of a deltapro-
teobacterial ancestor of myxobacteria and a methano-
gen. Metabolic exchanges occur in anoxic conditions.
However, the consortium can experience shifts in the
redox gradient and get exposed to more oxygenated
areas (as many facultative aerobes today in freshwater
and marine sediments). Then, oxygenic respiration
takes place. Under very low oxygen pressure, it might
still be possible that methanogenesis still operates if the
alphaproteobacterium removes all the oxygen reaching
the consortium via aerobic respiration. However, what
the syntrophy hypothesis very clearly states is that at a
given transition point, the consortium evolves to retain
only the much more efficient oxygen respiration (which
by the way also opens a panoply of new ecological
niches for the eukaryogenic consortium). In this situ-
ation, methanogenesis is totally inhibited by oxygen,
completely useless for the consortium and fully lost
with all its genes (as it has repeatedly been fully lost in
many archaea, including aerobic archaea). At that par-
ticular point, we could talk of an early mitochondrion;
it would be a facultative aerobic organelle in a symbi-
otic consortium that has fully lost methanogenesis (and
along with it the archaeal membrane where many
methanogenesis enzymes lie). Even if some residual
methanotrophic activity might potentially still be
present in the mitochondrion, methane would no lon-
ger come from the host, but occasionally from the en-
vironmental setting. Actually, under the syntrophy
hypothesis, one key eukaryogenetic step (because it
triggers severe cellular changes) is the loss of the meth-
anogenesis subsequent to the permanent shift to
oxygen-respiration by the alphaproteobacterium. Until
then, we only had a symbiotic consortium; from here
onwards we have a true proto-eukaryote and an early
mitochondrion.
We accept this scenario as a possible evolutionary
route, and have added a paragraph explaining it in
more detail under Additional file 1: S4. 7 Host
metabolism (and removed the “untenable” statement
from Table 2 of the main text).
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Zachar and Szathmáry say that myxobacterial genes are
absent from eukaryotes. However, this is also incorrect.
Myxobacteria share several features with eukaryotes (see
references in Moreira & Lopez-Garcia 1998, Lopez-Garcia
and Moreira 2006), myxobacterial genes are involved in
fatty acid oxidation in eukaryotes (Schluter et al., PLoS
ONE 2011) and, in more general terms, there is a delta-
proteobacterial signal in eukaryotes (Hug et al., Mol Biol
Evol 2010, Pittis et al. Nature 2016). These genes might
derive from other kind of horizontal gene transfers and
not necessarily from a symbiotic event; yet they are there.
We never intended to state that there is no
deltaproteobacterial (or specifically myxobacterial)
signal in the eukaryote genome – there is. We cannot
find the incriminated passage in the manuscript to
which López-García refers to.
Additional file
Additional file 1: Supplemental Information includes the detailed
description and extensive analysis of hypotheses, one figure, and three
tables and can be found with this article online at TBA. (DOCX 258 kb)
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